The effective evaluation to the army knowledge management can enhance the army's level of battle effectiveness, and the level of army staff and the whole army's tacit knowledge. The practice has proved that it is feasible to evaluate the quality of primary commanders by using neural network, and it can avoid the problem that the weight and threshold is difficult to determine. Since the neural network's learning and memory functions, it can ensure the accuracy and reliability of evaluation.
INTRODUCTION
Currently, many scholars bring attention to the knowledge management evaluation. Fairchild evaluates the knowledge management by using the balanced scorecard [1] ; Arthur Andersen proposes KMAT (knowledge management assessment tool),and evaluate the enterprise knowledge management from five sides: leadership, culture, evaluation, technology and learning [2] .HOU Jin-chao puts forward some suggestions on establishing a new appraisal index system and its related appraisal methods on basis of knowledge-centered enterprises management, points out enterprises abilities of knowledged-centered Management and the convertion of knowledge into productivity, and hopes to be a great help on converting the enterprise operating mechanism into knowledged-centered economy society. [3] HUANG Li-jun sets up the mathematical model based on the system of evaluation indexes for enterprise knowledge management (EKM), which studies the problem of comprehensive evaluation for EKM .Finally, give a concrete example in this paper. [4] LI Jin-gang based on BP neural network, the primary commander diathesis evaluating adopted 9 indexes to carry out evaluation. The BP algorithm was also adopted to get the relation image between output and average value of sample. The attribution regions of system output value were used to judge the diathesis level of primary commanders. [5] ZHANG Qing-bo uses fuzzy comprehensive evaluation, takes morality ability and knowledge as first-degree index to evaluate the workers then subdivides several second-degree indexes from each first-degree index according to the organization's requirements to the knowledgebased human resources to evaluate the workers' performance. Finally a practical example is used to explain the method. [6] CHEN Zhen-bin according to the fuzziness of the evaluation index, fuzzy mathematics and neural network were integrated to construct the fuzzy neural network(FNN) evaluation model. Finally, 13 enterprises were taken as samples to illustrate applicability of FNN in the application of evaluation on enterprise knowledge management risk. [7] This paper use these research results for reference, combining the army's own features, constructes of army knowledge management fuzzy comprehensive evaluation model of based neural network.
ARMY KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT PERFORMANCE EVALUATION SYSTEM

The Selection Conditions for Evaluation
For the army, establishment an effective and reliable evaluation system is an effective way to promote the further development of army knowledge management. It is the important influence factors of management performance, such as invigorative measure, human resource knowledge structure, army culture, technology infrastructure, knowledge resources.
It is the embodiment of army knowledge management performance evaluation, such as the configuration and promotion of army organization, human resource, technical knowledge; evaluating the enhance of the army's core competitiveness in the process of knowledge management; evaluating the contribution of the army's development when the army put knowledge management in practice. It must give full consideration to the integrity of the index, at the same time, it must consider the conditions, pertinence for quantitative analysis of these indexes.
Evaluation Index System
Currently, the evaluation of the quality of primary commanders exists some shortcomings, for example: the index is not comprehensive, quantitative analysis is lack and strong emotional, etc. the known evaluation model is mainly comprehensive model, it compositor the officers at the comprehensive angle, there are information distortion at different levels. It doesn't adapt more objective evaluation. Using BP neural network model, evaluating the primary commanders roundly, it afford the there under for the department to select and check the primary.
It is the main aspects that the index system reflects the quality of primary commanders, and the index system pays attention to the comparability and measurability, the organic unity of quantitative analysis and qualitative analysis. At the same time, the principle of simplicity should be considered. Materials and data's collection should make the most of the existing management system. So the evaluation system including of 9 contents is established, as shown in Tab.1.
Tab.1 primary commanders Quality Evaluation System number index N 1 thinking level N 2 basic knowledge N 3 professional knowledge N 4 organizing ability N 5 high-tech knowledge N 6 judgment ability N 7 commanding military force ability N 8 physical health N 9 computer ability
FUZZY COMPREHENSIVE EVALUATION AND ARTIFICIAL NEURAL NETWORKS
Fuzzy Comprehensive Evaluation
Based on fuzzy mathematics and using the fuzzy relation compound principle, the fuzzy comprehensive evaluation is the method which can quantitative some ill-defined and difficult quantitative indexes, and comprehensive evaluate it. When building the army knowledge management performance comprehensive evaluation system, the establishment of index system and using of technical methods are considered carefully. It evaluates the index based on the establishment of index system and using the fuzzy comprehensive evaluation model. The index's weight and standardize the index are deal with in the mathematical model. The evaluation result comes in being base on the index system and mathematical model.
Artificial Neural Networks
Artificial neural network is a system connected by a large number of co adjacent nerve cells, which has high-speed information processing capabilities and strong uncertainty information processing ability. With the self-learning function, it can reasonably conclude the complex problem and draw more satisfactory answer according to the learned knowledge.
Currently, the BP neural network is the most widely used neural network. BP neural network is the core part of the former neural network. It is a multilayer feed forward neural network which is composed of an input layer, an output layer and several hidden layers. The cells in the same layer don't connect, and the cells of each layer can output the activation information to cells of the higher layer. It adapts error back propagation algorithm. The BP neural network adapts the learning rule with teacher and it is the core that spread the error back forward while the amendatory error adjust the neural network's weights and thresholds continuously, in order to achieve or approach the desired input and output mappings.
EVALUATION MODEL
Principles of Knowledge Management Fuzzy Comprehensive Evaluation Based on Neural Network
The principles of knowledge management fuzzy comprehensive evaluation based on neural network as follow: the input of the network is the army knowledge management evaluation indexes, the output of the network is the comprehensive evaluation vector; train the network using enough samples, modify the network connection weights vector constantly. Finish the network training and get the corresponding output values when the error meets the requirement. The trained neural network is an effective tool, and it can evaluate the corresponding object for other sample. The neural networks simulate the experts evaluate the army knowledge management, and at the same time it can avoid human errors also, has strong fault tolerance capability.
Construct Three-layer Neural Network Structure
This network frame of knowledge management fuzzy comprehensive evaluation system is shown in Fig. 1 , which makes up of the input layer, hidden layer and output layer. w i is the connection weights between the hidden layer and output layer, namely the weight value of each comprehensive evaluation index. The 9 typical indexes above are the input.
V= {excellence, good, Medium, poor} is the comment domain, X={x 1 , x 2 … x 9 } is the input. The input layer has 9 nerve cells, the input is x i (i =1, 2… 9). In order to measure using the same criteria, the index value should be converted into dimensionless standardized data input before evaluate. Generally it can adapt linear normalized method; it can standardize all indexes by using range transformation formula.
Hidden layer: there are 4 comment grades in the network as shown in Fig.1 ; there are 9 × 4 neurons in this layer. It calculates the Membership values of each grade according to the membership function, and differentially deals with the input value. The triangular is select as membership function u j (x), the calculated method as follow:
This layer's input is the input layer's output; this layer's output is the membership grade value of the membership function act on evaluating indicator, namely the degree of fuzzy relation between index i and index j.
Output layer: this layer finish the comprehensive evaluation to the input vector x, and get the domain according the opinion rating.
BPNN Learning Algorithm
The output of the neural network input layer's nodes:
The input and output of the neural network hidden layer:
, 1,2,3,4; 1,2,3, ,9
Where: The input and output of neural network output layer:
, 1, 2,3, 4
Where:
ω is the output layer weight; superscripts (1), (2) , (3) The quadratic performance index of error is used to modify the network weights, and defined as follows [8] :
Modify the network's weights by using gradient descent method, namely, the modification of weights should be searched along the negative grads direction, and add a inertia item which make it fast convergence to global minimum, namely: [9] ( )
RBFNN Design for on-Line Identification
To get better control effect, this paper acquired ∂y(k) / ∂u (k) through NNI to substitute the ∂y(k) / ∂u (k) in(11).
In this paper, the RBFNN as NNI shown in Fig. 2 is also a three-layer neural network, which is fixed as 3-5-1. We evaluated the knowledge management of 4 corpses in certain division by using the above network structure and algorithm. At first, deal with the evaluation index by using the range transformation formula; make the standardized data as the network's input. As shown in Tab.2.
THE EXAMPLE THE EVALUATION
CONCLUSION
Along with the development of technology and military reform, knowledge has become the army's pivotal and strategic resources. By using knowledge management, it can adequately mine and using the knowledge resource of the army system inside and outside, and roundly enhance battle effectiveness level. Army knowledge management is continuous management process which manages the all kinds of knowledge inside and outside of the army. But there is uniform standard for the army's explicit and tacit knowledge, so it is difficult to manage it. Therefore, in order to enhance the army's management level, it is very important to find reform method for the problem which exists in the as knowledge creation, accumulation, sharing, utilization, internal etc.
